SPF45-related splicing factor for phytochrome signaling promotes photomorphogenesis by regulating pre-mRNA splicing in Arabidopsis
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Light signals regulate plant growth and development by controlling a plethora of gene expression changes. Posttranscriptional regulation, especially pre-mRNA processing, is a key modulator of gene expression; however, the molecular mechanisms linking pre-mRNA processing and light signaling are not well understood. Here we report a protein related to the human splicing factor 45 (SFPS) named splicing factor for phytochrome signaling (SFPS), which directly interacts with the photoreceptor phytochrome B (phyB). In response to light, SFPS-RFP (red fluorescent protein) colocalizes with phyB-GFP in photobodies. sfps loss-of-function plants are hyposensitive to red, far-red, and blue light, and flower precociously. SFPS colocalizes with U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated factors including U2AF65B, U2A′, and U2AF35A in nuclear speckles, suggesting SFPS might be involved in the 3′ splice site determination. SFPS regulates pre-mRNA splicing of a large number of genes, of which many are involved in regulating light signaling, photosynthesis, and the circadian clock. Moreover, PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTORS (PIFs) transcription factor genes act downstream of SFPS, as the quadruple pif mutant, pifq suppresses defects of sfps mutants. Taken together, these data strongly suggest SFPS modulates light-regulated developmental processes by controlling pre-mRNA splicing of light signaling and circadian clock genes.
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All organisms perceive and respond to environmental light signals, and plants are no exception. Plants can perceive minute changes in light quantity, quality, and direction, and integrate this information to modulate growth and development. At the young seedling stage, the perception of light enables plants to switch from skotomorphogenesis (a dark-adapted developmental program characterized by long hypocotyl, short root, and small and unopened cotyledons) to photomorphogenesis (a light-adapted developmental program characterized by short hypocotyl, open expanded and green cotyledons, and elongated root suitable for photosynthetic growth). At later stages of growth, light plays a crucial role in regulating shade avoidance, flowering time, and eventually senescence. Plants have several classes of photoreceptors sensing and responding to major bandwidths of the visible light spectrum (1, 2). Among these, phytochromes (phyts) perceive and respond to the red/far-red region of the spectrum. Phytochromes consist of a small multigene family (designated PHYA to PHYE in Arabidopsis thaliana) encoding ~125-kDa soluble proteins that can form selective homo- and heterodimers between family members (3–5). They exist as two spectrally distinct light-switchable forms: a red light-absorbing Pr (inactive) form, which can be converted to the active Pfr form by exposure to red light; the far-red light–absorbing Pfr form can in turn be converted back to the Pr form by exposure to far-red light. Subcellular localization studies show that the Pfr forms of plant phytochromes are mainly present in the cytosol. However, the Pfr forms of all family members are translocated into the nucleus on light activation with differential kinetics (6, 7). Within the nucleus, phytochromes form nuclear photobodies in response to light; the size and number of photobodies for phyB correlates with phyB activity (7, 8).

As a pivotal light sensor, phytochromes regulate plant growth and development by controlling protein translation, gene expression, translation, and proteolysis. Phytochromes also fine-tune downstream light responses through posttranslational modifications, chromatin remodeling, and posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression (9). Extensive work describes the role of phytochromes in global regulation of gene expression in response to light, especially through modulation of the stability of the transcription factors

Significance

Pre-mRNA processing not only enhances the diversity encoded in the genome without the need to increase the number of genes but also provides a means to adjust cellular transcript abundance. Environmental light has a profound effect on transcript accumulation, but how this is partitioned between transcriptional and posttranscriptional processes is largely unknown. Here we describe the identification and characterization of the splicing factor for phytochrome signaling (SFPS), which directly interacts with the photoreceptor phytochrome B. sfps seedlings are hyposensitive to light and display pre-mRNA splicing defects in a large number of genes, many of which regulate light signaling and the circadian clock. Thus, light might control pre-mRNA splicing in addition to transcription of many genes through SFPS to promote photomorphogenesis.

Editorial summary

SFPS modulates light-regulated developmental processes by controlling pre-mRNA splicing of light signaling and circadian clock genes. sfps loss-of-function plants are hyposensitive to red, far-red, and blue light, and flower precociously. SFPS colocalizes with nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated factors including U2AF65B, U2A′, and U2AF35A in nuclear speckles, suggesting SFPS might be involved in the 3′ splice site determination. SFPS regulates pre-mRNA splicing of a large number of genes, many of which are involved in regulating light signaling, photosynthesis, and the circadian clock.
much less is known about the roles of phytochromes in controlling pre-mRNA splicing in response to light.

Pre-mRNA splicing involves removal of introns from pre-mRNAs transcribed from eukaryotic genes by large ribonucleoprotein complexes called spliceosomes (11, 12). Five small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complexes (U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6) recognize and assemble sequentially on each intron and catalyze the removal of introns (12). Introns can be either constitutively or alternatively spliced. Alternative splicing (AS) can lead to intron removal or retention, or the use of alternative 5’ and 3’ splice sites (SS) of an exon. AS is a key posttranscriptional regulatory process to adjust transcript abundance and enhance the genome’s diversity without increasing the number of genes (11–13). Introns have at least four loosely conserved sequence determinants for recognition and removal by spliceosome. These include the 5’ SS with a conserved GU nucleotide residue, 3’ SS with a conserved AG nucleotide residue, a branched point adenine (A) 18–40 nucleotides upstream of the 3’ SS, and a polypyrimidine tract following the branched point. In addition to the above sequence determinants in all introns, there are splicing regulatory elements that confer gene-specific regulation of splicing. These include exonic or intronic splicing enhancers and exonic or intronic splicing silencers. These cis-acting sequences act as binding sites for transacting splicing factors such as serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins to regulate either AS or splicing efficiency (12, 14).

Recent reports showed that phytochromes as well as other photoreceptors are involved in regulating pre-mRNA splicing of light response genes functioning in photomorphogenesis and the circadian clock in Arabidopsis (15). For example, RNA-sequencing data showed that 2,230 genes undergo AS within 1–3 h of red light exposure in a phytochrome-dependent manner (16). The Arabidopsis protein reduced red light responses in crylcr2 background 1 (RRC1), an orthologous protein of the potential human splicing factor SR140, are involved in phyB-mediated AS of light response genes. The m1 seedlings show hyposensitive phenotype under red light conditions (17). An acute light pulse in the middle of night, as well as a retrograde signal emanating from the chloroplast regulate splicing of light- and circadian clock-regulated genes (18, 19). In addition, five mutants (skp, prmt5, stip1, gemin2, and sickle) with global defects in splicing have been characterized with altered circadian clock function (20–25). Among these, SKIP, STIP1L1, and GEMINI2 encode core splicing factors, and skp and prmt5 displayed defects in photomorphogenesis (20, 26). Pre-mRNA splicing is therefore an important regulatory mechanism in light signal transduction. Here we describe the isolation and cloning of a mutant encoding a splicing factor called splicing factor for phytochrome signaling (SFPS). SFPS colocalizes and physically interacts with phyB in vivo, suggesting SFPS might function in the phyB signaling pathway to promote photomorphogenesis by regulating pre-mRNA splicing of many light signaling and circadian clock genes.

Results

SFPS Required for Red Light Responses. Hypocotyl growth provides a sensitive assay to measure responses to light signals and has been widely used to isolate mutants in this pathway (27). In an ethyl methanesulfonate mutagenesis screen, we identified an sfps mutant with a long hypocotyl under red light, indicative of reduced red light sensitivity. We mapped the causal locus to the upper arm of chromosome 1 by whole-genome sequencing (28). Of the five mutations relative to the published reference genome sequence within the mapping interval, we focused on one in At1g30480, which contained an ethyl methanesulfonate-diagnostic G-to-A substitution mutation only in the mutant background, affecting the start codon (M11) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). We isolated two independent T-DNA insertion lines for At1g30480. Our initial ethyl methanesulfonate-allelic will be referred to as sfps-1, whereas the T-DNA insertion lines are sfps-2 (SALK_001489) and sfps-3 (SALK_066706; SI Appendix, Fig. S1A and Fig. 1). Examination of the mRNA levels by qPCR showed that the sfps-2 allele had the lowest mRNA level among all three alleles (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). Both T-DNA insertion lines, as well as the original mutant, displayed a long hypocotyl specifically under continuous red, far-red, and blue light conditions, but not in constant darkness (Fig. 1 A–D and SI Appendix, Fig. S2F). Other phenotypes recapitulated by the T-DNA insertion lines included much reduced red, far-red, and blue light-induced cotyledon opening (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A–C), and lower chlorophyll and anthocyanin levels in white light and far-red light, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D and E). These results demonstrate that the causal mutation responsible for hyposensitivity to red light in our mutant lies in At1g30480.

The predicted SFPS protein contains a conserved SF45 motif, a glycine-rich (G-patch) motif, and an RNA recognition motif at the C terminus, as in human and Drosophila SPF45 (Fig. 2A). SFPS is a potential ortholog to the human and Drosophila splicing factor SPF45, as it displays a high degree of sequence similarity (Fig. 2B) (29, 30). SFPS from A. thaliana was first described in 1993 as DNA damage response tolerance 111 because it partially restored, by an unknown mechanism, DNA damage resistance to Escherichia coli mutants compromised in recombination (31). We have renamed this locus SFPS (SPlicing FACTOR FOR PHYTOCHROME SIGNALING), based on its role in pre-mRNA splicing. We expressed a fusion protein between SFPS and the GFP, using the SFPS promoter in the sfps-1 background to examine its subcellular localization. The construct rescued the long hypocotyl phenotype of the sfps-1 mutant to wild type, confirming the identity of the causal locus (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and D). SFPS-GFP localized to the nucleoplasm as both diffuse signal and nuclear speckles under both dark- and light-exposed seedlings, characteristic of splicing factors in many eukaryotes (Fig. 2C) (32). Thus, SFPS might function as a splicing factor in light signaling pathways.

sfps Mutants Flower Early Under Short and Long Days. To examine whether SFPS also plays a role in transition from vegetative to...
reproductive growth, we grew plants under both short days (SD) and long days (LD) and measured flowering time. The two strong alleles sfps-1 and sfps-2 flowered earlier than wild type, as observed by number of rosette leaves and days to flower under both SD and LD (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 A–D). Expression of CONSTANS (CO) was marginally changed in SD (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A), whereas FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) was down-regulated and FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) and SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CO (SOC1) were up-regulated in the same conditions (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 B-D). The flowering time phenotypes might be a result of a defect in circadian clock function, as sfps-2 had slightly shorter period length compared with wild type (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A–F). Overall, these data suggest SFPS promotes flowering under both SD and LD.

**SFPS Colocalizes with U2-Associated Splicing Factors to Nuclear Speckles.**

The human and *Drosophila* homologs of SFPS associate with U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein-associated complexes and function in 3′ SS determination. We tested whether SFPS colocalizes with U2-associated factors in *Arabidopsis* by co-expressing SFPS-GFP along with U2A′-mCherry, U2AF35A-mCherry, or U2AF65B-mCherry by transient expression in tobacco epidermal cells. SFPS-GFP and all three U2-associated factors formed nuclear speckles (Fig. 3 A–I). Importantly, SFPS colocalized with all three U2-associated factors within the nucleus (Fig. 3 C, F, and I).

As an independent confirmation, we tested for communoprecipitation between U2AF65B and SFPS-GFP in transient assays in tobacco and stable *Arabidopsis* transgenic plants. We found that SFPS immunoprecipitated U2AF65B in both assays (Fig. 3 J and SI Appendix, Fig. S7), indicating SFPS associates with U2 components and may be involved in 3′ SS determination.

---

**Fig. 2.** SFPS is a nuclear-localized splicing factor in *Arabidopsis*. (A) Domain structure of SFPS protein. Protein sequences are drawn to scale. SF45, G-patch, and RNA recognition motifs are shown boxed. (B) Alignment of SPF45 family protein sequences. SF45, G-patch, and RNA recognition motifs are underlined by the red line. NP_174338.1 (SFPS in *Arabidopsis*); NP_116294.1 (splicing factor 45 in *Homo sapiens*); NP_001036424.1 (Sfp45, isoform C in *Drosophila melanogaster*). (C) Confocal microscopy of pSFPS:SFPS-GFP/sfps-1 transgenic seedlings shows that SFPS protein is both diffuse in the nucleoplasm and forms speckles (white arrowheads) in the nucleus under both dark and light conditions. (Scale bar, 2 μm.) RRM, RNA recognition motif.

---

**Fig. 3.** SFPS colocalizes with U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) components in discrete nuclear foci. (A) Subcellular localization of SFPS-GFP in tobacco cells. Subcellular localization of U2A′-mCherry (B), U2AF35A-mCherry (E), and U2AF65B-mCherry (H) in tobacco cells. (C, F, and I) Overlay panels from GFP and mCherry channels. (Scale bar, 5 μm.) J) SFPS-GFP and MYC-U2AF65B proteins communoprecipitate in *Arabidopsis*. Total proteins are extracted from double-transgenic *Arabidopsis* seedlings coexpressing SFPS-GFP and MYC-U2AF65B proteins. IP samples were pulled down with anti-GFP antibody and probed with anti-MYC and anti-GFP antibodies, respectively. Anti-IgG was used as a negative control. Dk, dark; Rc, continuous red.
SFPS Interacts with the Photoreceptor phyB. Because sfps mutant alleles showed defects under red light, we examined whether SFPS directly interacted with phytochromes. We first performed yeast-two-hybrid assays using full-length phyB as a bait and SFPS as a prey. SFPS interacted with full-length phyB both in the dark and in red light (Fig. 4A). We then sought to confirm this interaction in vivo by immunoprecipitating SFPS-GFP, using the anti-GFP antibody and probing for native phyB. Fig. 4B shows that SFPS interacts with phyB in a red light-dependent manner in vivo. The difference between the yeast two-hybrid and in vivo coimmunoprecipitation (Co-IP) assays might be a result of the light-induced translocation of phyB into the nucleus in plants, whereas SFPS is located in the nucleus constitutively in both yeast and plant.

To map the interaction domains between phyB and SFPS, we tested several fragments of SFPS. Quantitative β-galactosidase assays showed that the G-patch domain of SFPS is necessary for interaction with full-length phyB (SI Appendix, Fig. S8A). In addition, the C-terminal domain of phyB interacts with full-length SFPS (SI Appendix, Fig. S8B). Overall, these data suggest SFPS and phyB physically interact through the G-patch domain of SFPS and the C-terminal domain of phyB. phyB may regulate SFPS function in vivo via direct interaction.

Previously, phyB was shown to translocate to the nucleus in response to light, where it then forms photobodies (7, 8). To examine whether SFPS colocalizes with phyB photobodies, we generated SFPS-RFP and phyB-GFP double transgenic lines, using the 35S promoter. Examination of fluorescence using confocal microscopy showed that a large proportion of SFPS nuclear speckles colocalized with phyB photobodies (Fig. 4C and SI Appendix, Fig. S8C). However, SFPS also formed nuclear speckles that did not colocalize with phyB photobodies. Thus, the overlap in localization of these proteins in photobodies suggests phytochrome might regulate the splicing machinery through the recruitment of splicing factors to photobodies.

SFPS Transcription and Protein Stability Is Not Regulated by Light. To examine whether SFPS activity might be light-dependent, we first asked whether SFPS RNA expression is regulated by light, using RT-qPCR with RNA from wild-type seedlings grown in darkness for 4 d or dark-grown seedlings exposed to red light for 30 min or 3 h. SFPS was expressed equally in dark- and light-exposed samples (SI Appendix, Fig. S9A). We also examined SFPS protein accumulation in 4-d-old seedlings grown under continuous red, far-red, and blue light conditions, or maintained in darkness, using the SFPS::SFPS-GFP/sfps-1 transgenic plants expressing SFPS from its native promoter. SFPS-GFP protein levels were comparable in all four samples (SI Appendix, Fig. S9B), suggesting light signals do not regulate SFPS protein stability under these conditions. Thus, light may regulate the activity of SFPS either by direct physical interaction with the photoreceptor phyB and/or by posttranslational modifications.

sfps Regulates Gene Expression in Arabidopsis. To further characterize the range of phenotypes of the sfps mutants, we performed RNA deep sequencing to identify genome-wide defects in gene expression and pre-mRNA splicing in 4-d-old dark-grown wild-type and sfps-2 mutant seedlings with or without exposure to a 3-h red light pulse. With a false-discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05, we identified 1,494 genes as differentially expressed in the light and 1,361 in the dark between Col-0 and sfps-2 mutant (log2 fold-change >0.58; FDR <0.05) (SI Appendix, Fig. S10; Dataset S1, III and IV). These data highlight the significant effect of SFPS on gene expression. GO-term analyses revealed that 246 GO terms are enriched in the dark and 195 in the light, pointing to the involvement

Fig. 4. phyB interacts with SFPS in a yeast two-hybrid assay and in vivo. (A) phyB interacts with SFPS in a yeast-two-hybrid assay in a light-independent manner. Full-length PHYB protein was fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain; full-length SFPS was fused to the GAL4 activation domain. β-galactosidase activity was measured to quantify the interaction between phyB and SFPS. Error bar, SEM (n > 3). (B) phyB and SFPS coimmunoprecipitate in a light-dependent manner in vivo. Four-day-old dark-grown seedlings were kept in the darkness or transferred to red light conditions (7 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 6 h. IP samples were pulldown with anti-GFP antibody and probed with anti-phyB- and anti-GFP antibodies, respectively. (C) Colocalization of phyB-GFP and SFPS-RFP in Arabidopsis seedlings. 35S:PHYB-GFP/35S:SFPS-RFP in Col-0 seedlings were grown under continuous white light for 4 d and imaged (Bottom). A subset of these seedlings were exposed to saturated far-red light and kept in darkness for 24 h followed by exposure to additional 40 min white light before the images were taken (Upper). Scale bar, 5 mm.) Broken arrowheads indicate SFPS-specific speckles; white arrowheads indicate colocalized photobodies. AD, activation domain; BD, binding domain; D, dark; M.U., miller unit; Rc, continuous red.
Fig. 5. SFPS controls pre-mRNA splicing of the Arabidopsis transcriptome. (A) Venn diagram of the number of genes that displayed altered AS pattern in Col-0 vs. Mut dark (CM_D), Col-0 vs. Mut 3 h Rc (CM_L), Col-0 dark vs. 3 h Rc (C_DL), and Mut dark vs. 3 h Rc (M_DL) respectively. P < 0.05, FDR < 0.05 and PSI or PIR change is larger than 3%. (B) Summary table giving number of genes with altered AS patterns. (C) Bar graph shows the number of different types of AS (alternative splicing) events in four groups of comparisons. (D–L) Confirmation of RNA-seq data by RT-qPCR for selected light signaling genes. (E, H, and K) Integrative Genomics Viewer shows alternative splicing defects detected by RNA-seq between Col-0 and sfps-2. Red bar indicates the position of AS events in the genes. (F, I, and L) AS patterns indicated by RNA-seq, PSI and PIR are calculated according to formulas in Materials and Methods (n = 3 independent biological repeats). CS, constitutive splicing; Dk, dark; ES, exon skipping; IR, intron retention; Rc, continuous red.
of various plant growth and developmental processes (SI Appendix, Fig. S11; Dataset S1, V and VI). The GO terms “photosynthesis,” “response to light-stimulus,” and “response to red and far-red light” were significantly enriched in the differentially expressed gene list (SI Appendix, Fig. S11; Dataset S1, V and VI).

**SFPS Controls pre-mRNA Splicing in Arabidopsis Transcriptome.** Given that SFPS has sequence homology to splicing factor SPF45 and colocalizes with U2-associated factors, we investigated whether SFPS regulates pre-mRNA splicing. To this end, we looked for changes in pre-mRNA splicing pattern between wild type and sfps-2 by mapping reads to exonic and intronic as well as the junction regions of all genes of the Arabidopsis genome. We then evaluated splicing defects resulting from sfps mutation by comparing the percentage of inclusion of exons (percentage spliced-in, PSI) and introns (percentage intron retention, PIR) in four different comparisons: Col-0 vs. Mut dark (CM_D), Col-0 vs. Mut 3 h Rc (CM_L), Col-0 dark vs. 3 h Rc (C_DL), and Mut dark vs. 3 h Rc (M_DL), respectively, as previously described (18). We identified 972 (FDR, <0.05 and Delta PSI or PIR, >3%) pre-mRNA splicing defects between wild type and sfps-2 in the dark covering 787 genes (Fig. 5A and B; Dataset S2, III). We also identified 992 (FDR, <0.05 and Delta PSI or PIR, >3%) splicing defects under light condition, which mapped to 827 genes in the
genome (Fig. 5 A and B; Dataset S2, IV). Among those, 411 splicing changes overlapped between light and dark conditions (dark, ~52%; light, ~41%), which indicates SFPS regulates pre-mRNA splicing for a different subset of genes in the dark vs. light conditions. Several of the splicing defects detected in the mutant corresponded to changes in AS, which include intron retention (IR), exon skipping, and AS donor or acceptor sites (3′ or 5′ alt; Fig. 5C; Dataset S2, VI). Although all four categories were affected in the mutant, there was a significant enrichment in defects in IR events (Dataset S2, VI). Indeed, most of the splicing events identified as affected in the mutant actually correspond to IR events not previously annotated as AS events (Dataset S2, III, IV, and VI). Although some of these may represent not previously annotated AS events, many of them may simply be constitutively spliced introns in wild-type plants. Taken together, these data indicate a crucial regulatory role of SFPS during pre-mRNA splicing in Arabidopsis.

We selected 10 genes with AS patterns for independent verification (Fig. 5 D, G, and J, Left; SI Appendix, Fig. S15 A, D, G, J, and M). We isolated RNA from three biological replicates and performed RT-qPCR, using primers from the junction regions of these genes. RNAseq data are shown on the right in Fig. 5 F, I, and K (SI Appendix, Fig. S15 C, F, I, L, O, and P), and qPCR data are shown in the middle column of Fig. 5 E, H, and K (SI Appendix, Fig. S15 B, E, H, K, and N). These results show that the RNAseq data can be reproduced by an independent method. In addition, semi-quantitative RT-PCR analyses showed that RT-PCR products for the splicing events in the wild type with wild type (SI Appendix, Fig. S16), suggesting at least some of the AS events we detected in the sfps mutant might be indirect.

SFPS Is Involved in Light-Regulated Pre-mRNA Splicing. To further quantify differential splicing efficiency in the wild type and sfps-2 mutant, we calculated log₂SFPSIR, which normalizes the variance of the data. Heat maps show that splicing patterns are significantly altered in the sfps-2 mutant compared with wild type (Fig. 6 A and D). We conducted GO analysis for the genes that displayed splicing defects between the wild type and sfps-2 to identify pathways regulated by SFPS. In the dark and light conditions, respectively, 213 and 239 GO categories (FDR <0.05) were overrepresented (SI Appendix, Fig. S12; Dataset S2, VII and VIII). Several GO terms related to “light stimulus,” “photosynthesis,” and “circadian clock” were significantly enriched (P < 0.05) in the dark and light conditions, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis also indicated that the “circadian rhythm” pathway is significantly enriched in the sfps mutant (SI Appendix, Fig. S13; Dataset S2, IX).

Based on the GO term annotations, we zeroed in on genes related to the light-regulated phenotype of sfps mutant (Dataset S2, X). GO analysis for molecular function indicates the “transcription factor activity” term was enriched (SI Appendix, Fig. S14), suggesting SFPS might regulate the activity of transcription factors, which in turn regulate transcription of many downstream target genes. Among these genes, we observed key regulatory genes (e.g., ELF3, LRB2, PIF3, FLC, PAPPS and others) in light signaling pathways, consistent with the photomorphogenesis and flowering time phenotypes of the sfps mutant. Heat maps for splicing these genes show that pre-mRNA splicing efficiency was altered in the sfps-2 mutant compared with wild type (Fig. 6 B and E). We also generated box plots for these genes to display splicing efficiency (PSI, PIR) (Figs. 6 C and F). Interestingly, the average distribution of splicing efficiency was significantly different between the wild type and sfps-2 mutant only under Re conditions, consistent with the light-dependent phenotype of sfps mutant.

To determine whether SFPS is involved in light-regulated pre-mRNA splicing, we examined pre-mRNA splicing efficiency after a 3-h pulse of red light. We found that 816 splicing events (corresponding to 610 gene locus) underwent changes in pre-mRNA splicing after 3-h red light pulse in wild type (Dataset S2, I); however, this number drops to 493 splicing events (corresponding to 405 gene locus) in sfps-2 (Fig. 5B; Dataset S2, II). To examine the role of light in regulating pre-mRNA splicing, we calculated log₂SFPSIR for these 816 light-regulated splicing events in wild type and for the same set of events in sfps mutant (Dataset S2, I). Scatter plots show that the splicing efficiency of those light-regulated events are either up-regulated or down-regulated in wild type on light exposure (Fig. 6 G and I). However, light-induced splicing efficiency changes of these events become much less dramatic in sfps-2 mutant (Fig. 6 H and I). Moreover, a simple linear regression analysis shows that splicing efficiency changes in response to light irradiation are significantly reduced in the sfps-2 mutant compared with wild type (Fig. 6f). Overall, these data support our hypothesis that SFPS might function in light-regulated pre-mRNA splicing and fine-tune the abundance and diversity of light response genes in addition to the transcriptional regulation in Arabidopsis.

SFPS Associates with ELF3 Transcript in Vivo. An excellent candidate for understanding the role of SFPS in light-dependent splicing is ELF3, which interacts with phyB to regulate photomorphogenesis and flowering time. ELF3 is also a key component in the evening complex, which is necessary for circadian clock regulation (33, 34). Our phenotypic analyses show that sfps and elf3 display similar defects, including long hypocotyl and early flowering, although elf3 phenotypes are much stronger than those of sfps. ELF3 transcript itself is a known target of alternative splicing, making it a prime candidate for the control of photomorphogenesis by SFPS (35). Thus, we performed a time course analysis for spliced and prespliced forms of the ELF3 transcript in the sfps-2 mutant compared with wild type (Fig. 7A and B; SI Appendix, Fig. S17). We also calculated total transcript levels, including light-induced transcriptional changes in ELF3, and determined the proportion of splice variants over time. sfps mutants
produced much reduced level of the fully spliced and functional form of the ELF3 transcript (Fig. 7A; SI Appendix, Fig. S17 A, C, and E). In contrast, sfs mutants had much higher levels of the prespliced form of ELF3 transcript, which leads to a nonfunctional protein because of intron retention (Fig. 7B; SI Appendix, Fig. S17 B, D, and F). These data show that SFPS controls pre-mRNA splicing of ELF3 under both dark and light conditions to regulate photomorphogenesis and flowering time.

Our hypothesis posits that SFPS associates with the ELF3 transcript in vivo to regulate its pre-mRNA splicing. We therefore performed a RIP assay using SFPS-GFP as a bait. We grew SFPS-GFP/sfps-1 and wild type as a control under dark/light cycles (12 h dark:12 h red light) and isolated nuclear RNA species associated with SFPS-GFP. RT-qPCR was used to quantify various regions of the ELF3 transcript as well as two control genes [LUX ARRHYTHMO (LUX) and PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2A (PP2A)] and the promoter region of ELF3 as controls. SFPS-GFP efficiently communoprecipitated the ELF3 transcript, but not LUX or PP2A, as expected (Fig. 7 C and D). These data suggest SFPS associates with ELF3 pre-mRNA in vivo to promote proper splicing of ELF3 transcripts.

Because ELF3 pre-mRNA splicing is altered in sfs and SFPS associates with ELF3 transcript in vivo, we examined whether ectopic expression of the functional, mature form of ELF3 can rescue the sfs phenotype. We placed the ELF3 ORF (laced to myc tag) under the control of constitutively active Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35S promoter and transformed sfs-2. We selected homozygous transgenic lines expressing different amounts of ELF3 transcript (SI Appendix, Fig. S18A) and then tested their hypocotyl length phenotype when grown in darkness and continuous red light conditions. We found that fivefold higher expression of Myc-ELF3 compared with wild type was insufficient to rescue the sfs phenotype under red light. However, a 30-fold higher expression of Myc-ELF3 compared with wild type rescued the sfs phenotype under red light, probably because of very high overexpression of ELF3. These data suggest ELF3 is not the only downstream target responsible for the sfs phenotypes. Consistent with these data, elf3 sfs double mutant also displayed additive phenotypes under red and blue light conditions (SI Appendix, Fig. S18B).

SFPS Acts Upstream of Phytochrome Interacting Factors. PIFs act as negative regulators downstream of phytochrome to promote hypocotyl elongation under constant dark and diurnal conditions (34, 36, 37). The expression of PIF4 and PIF5 is repressed by the evening complex in the evening, but increased later at night when PIF4/PIF5 promote hypocotyl elongation (34, 37). To examine whether the expression of PIF4/PIF5 is altered in the sfs mutant, we performed RT-qPCR assays to measure the abundance of PIF4 and PIF5. We noticed an increased transcript abundance of PIF4 and PIF5 during the evening, when the evening complex is most functional (Fig. 8 A and B), consistent with the reduced expression of ELF3 in the sfs mutant. To examine the genetic relationship between SFPS and PIFs, we crossed sfs-2 to the quadruple pif1, pif3, pif4, pif5 mutant (pifq) to generate a pifq sfs-2 quintuple mutant. Hypocotyl lengths of pifq sfs-2 seedlings were similar to pifq seedlings under red light (Fig. 8 C and D), indicating pifq is epistatic to sfs-2. SFPS therefore acts upstream of the PIF family of transcription factors to regulate photomorphogenesis.

Discussion
This study provides strong genetic, molecular, and photobiological evidence in support of a role for SFPS as a positive regulator of phytochrome signaling pathways. To date, of the many genes with ascribed roles in phytochrome signaling, only RRC1 encodes a splicing factor with an SR domain (17, 27). mcl and sfs display similar phenotypes, including long hypocotyl under red light and early flowering, although sfs phenotypes appear stronger than mcl (17). In addition, sfs also displays long hypocotyl under blue light conditions, suggesting that, unlike RRC1, SFPS might play a broad role in photomorphogenesis. Moreover, two of the five mutants impaired in circadian clock and splicing (e.g., skip and pmnt5) display photomorphogenic defects (20–22, 24–26). sfs displays a marginally short period phenotype based on luciferase reporter assays under free-running conditions, indicating SFPS plays a much stronger role in regulating photomorphogenesis than the circadian clock. Thus, it is possible that SFPS and RRC1 splicing factors function in the same pathway, or in parallel to regulate photomorphogenesis and transition from vegetative to reproductive growth. Future analyses of single and double mutants will help understand whether SFPS and RRC1 function in the same pathway.

SFPS is very similar in sequence to human and Drosophila splicing factors SFPS (29, 30). SFPS-like proteins are encoded by all animal and plant genomes analyzed so far, suggesting a conserved function in regulating splicing. SFPS-GFP shows a characteristic localization within nuclear speckles, where it is found together with nuclear splicing factors including U2AF65B, U2A', and U2AF35A. These factors form a complex with U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein and function in 3' SS determination in animals. SFPS-GFP associates with ELF3 pre-mRNA in a RIP assay, demonstrating that SFPS can bind specific mRNAs in vivo. Overall, these data strongly suggest SFPS functions as a splicing factor, likely in 3' SS determination in Arabidopsis.

We surprisingly found that SFPS regulates pre-mRNA splicing of as many genes in the dark as it does in the light (787 genes in dark vs. 827 genes under light), which is at first glance inconsistent with the light-dependent phenotypes of sfs. However, GO analyses revealed that both dark- and light-regulated AS pattern genes are enriched in genes regulating responses to light stimuli, photosynthesis, and the circadian clock. Thus, SFPS does not control the pre-mRNA splicing only under light conditions,
but also under darkness to regulate photomorphogenesis. SFPS modulates the transcriptome both in the dark and light in a way that properly responds to the ambient light signal.

Splicing of the early flowering 3 (ELF3) pre-mRNA is under the control of SFPS and likely one of its main targets. elf3 and sfps share qualitatively similar phenotypes including long hypocotyl under light and early flowering. ELF3 functions as part of the evening complex that regulates the expression of PIF4 and PIF5 under diurnal conditions. This regulation contributes to rhythmic diurnal hypocotyl elongation, with maximal growth coinciding with PIF4 and PIF5 peak expression at the end of the night. However, despite strong defects in pre-mRNA splicing of ELF3 transcript in the sfps mutant and direct binding of SFPS to ELF3 in pre-mRNA, transgenic expression of ELF3 in the sfps mutant closer to a wild-type level failed to rescue the sfps phenotypes in the light. In contrast, a simple epistasis analysis between pifq and sfps clearly places PIFs downstream of SFPS in the control of photomorphogenesis. These data suggest the regulation of pre-mRNA splicing of ELF3 alone may not be sufficient to account for the phenotypes of sfps; rather, the defects in pre-mRNA splicing of multiple genes in the light signaling and circadian clock pathways contribute to the phenotypes of sfps.

Although SFPS affects pre-mRNA splicing of many light-signaling genes to promote photomorphogenesis, the biochemical mechanisms by which SFPS regulates this process remain unknown. Phytochromes physically interact with diverse groups of factors, including PIFs, and regulate their abundance and/or activity (27). In fact, phytochromes regulate PIF function in two distinct ways (10). First, direct physical interactions between phytochromes and PIFs result in rapid light-induced phosphorylation, polyubiquitination, and subsequent degradation of PIFs in part through CUL4-AOP3-SFPS and CUL3-RR3 E3 ubiquitin ligases (38, 39). Alternatively, phyB directly interacts with PIFs and sequesters PIFs from their function (40). Although we observed direct physical interaction between SFPS with phyB in vivo, and SFPS and phyB colocalizes to photobodies, immunoblots and qPCR assays showed that SFPS protein abundance and transcription are not regulated by light. Thus, phytochromes might regulate SFPS activity by sequestration and/or by posttranslational modification. The animal ortholog to SFPS is a myristoylated factor with phyB in nuclear photobodies suggest the photobodies might also be a site for storage and/or modification of splicing factors to regulate pre-mRNA splicing in response to light. Thus, phytochromes might form different types of photobodies specialized for each function. The size, timing, and overall dynamics of photobody formation in response to light support this hypothesis.

Phytochromes control the transcription of a large number of genes by regulating the activity and/or abundance of a diverse group of transcription factors including PIFs and HY5 (Fig. 9). In addition, we have shown here that phytochromes also regulate splicing of many light-signaling genes by directly affecting the activity of splicing factors such as SFPS. The coordinated control of transcription as well as splicing of light-regulated genes promotes photomorphogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Detailed information is provided in SI Materials and Methods.

Plant Materials, Growth Conditions, and Measurements. Wild-type Col-0 and various mutant seeds in the Col-0 background were used. We grew plants in Metro-Mix 200 soil (SunGro Horticulture) under 24-h light at 22 ± 0.5 °C for seed propagation. Wild-type and mutant seeds were surface-sterilized and plated on Murashige and Skoog growth medium containing 0.9% agar without sucrose, as described (45). After 4 d of chilling at 4 °C in the dark for stratification, seeds were exposed to 3 h of white light at room temperature to induce germination before placing them in the dark.

To measure hypocotyl lengths, cotyledon areas, and cotyledon angles, we took digital photographs of 4-d-old dark- and light-grown seedlings; at least 30 seedlings were processed in ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). For flowing time measurements, plants were grown under SD (16 h dark/8 h light) or LD (8 h dark/16 h light) conditions. When the flower buds were ~1 cm longer after emergence, we counted the rosette leaf numbers as well as days to flower. These experiments were repeated at least three times.

RNA Extraction and RNAseq Analyses. For RNA deep sequencing, we grew wild-type and sfps-2 seedlings for 4 d in the dark, and then one batch of seedlings was exposed to continuous red light for 3 h. Total RNA was isolated from dark-grown and light-exposed samples in triplicate biological repeats for each sample. Five micrograms total RNA was used to generate the RNA library for sequencing. The RNA library generation process followed the manufacturer’s protocol from the Illumina kit TruSeq Stranded Total RNA with Ribo-Zero Plant. The average RNA fragment is about 350 bp, followed by a 12-cycle PCR amplification with the PCR primer mixture provided in the kit. Library concentration was estimated by fluorescence measurement by Qubit fluorometer (LifeTechnologies), and quality was assessed on a Bioanalyzer DNA chip (AgilentTechnologies). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina Hiseq4000 instrument with 2 × 150-bp paired-ends reads. The sequencing yield is about 120 million reads per sample. For each library, more than 90% of the reads were mapped to the unique loci of Arabidopsis TAIR10 genome with the TopHat2 pipeline (46).

Differential Gene Expression and Differential Splicing Analysis. Differential gene expression was analyzed through Cuffdiff and cuffdiff pipelines (47). Genes with FDR values lower than 0.05 and absolute log twofold change greater than 0.58 (1.5-fold) were considered as differentially expressed. AS is analyzed through RNAseq and AS bin and junction levels used in this paper have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession no. GSE58883).
Two micrograms total RNA were reverse transcribed using M-MLV (Invitrogen), as per manufacturer’s protocol. For RT-PCR, gene-specific primers listed in Dataset S3 were used to detect mRNA levels. The housekeeping gene PP2A (At1g13320) was used as an internal control for all RT-PCR assays. The RT-qPCR assays used the Power SYBR Green RT-PCR Reagents Kit (Applied Biosystems Inc.). Primer sequences used for RT-qPCR and RT-PCR assays are listed in Dataset S3. The cycle threshold (CT) values were used for calculation of the levels of expression of different genes relative to PP2A as follows: ∆∆CT, where ∆CT = CT (PP2A) – CT (specific gene).

RNA Immunoprecipitation Assays. The RNA-IP assay was conducted as described previously (48), with slight modifications. Ten-d-old ssPSFP:SSPS-GFP:fps:1 seedlings grown under 12 h light/12 h dark conditions were harvested at Zeitgeber time 12 to maximize the association of SSFS with ELF3 pre-mRNA. Cross-linking is accomplished by vacuum infiltration in 0.5% formaldehyde for 10 min, and later quenched by vacuum infiltration with 0.125 M glycine for 5 min. Samples were washed with large amounts of de-ionized water, dried on filter papers, and ground into powder in liquid nitrogen. Three volumes of nuclei isolation buffer (0.25 M sucrose, 15 mM Pipes at pH 6.8, 5 mM MgCl2, 60 mM KCl, 15 mM NaCl, 0.9% Triton X-100, 1 mM PMSE, and 1× Protease 591 inhibitor mixture (Sigma–Aldrich; catalog No. P9599), 1× Super-RL (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., AM269) was added to the powder and incubated on ice for 15 min. Samples were filtered with 2 layers of miracloth and then centrifuged at 16,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C. The pellets were resuspended with 600 μL lysis buffer (50 mM Hepes at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% NaDeoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM PMSE, and 591× protease inhibitor mixture, SuperRase In) before sonication. Sonicated samples were clarified by centrifugation at 16,000 × g for 5 min. Forty milliliters Dynabead protein A and 5 microliters Anti-PPG antibody (Abcam; catalog no. ab290) was used for immunoprecipitation at 4 °C for 3 h. Immunoprecipitated samples were sequentially washed by low-salt wash buffer (150 mM NaCl, 0.2% SDS, 0.5% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA), and 20 mM Tris Cl at pH 8.0, SuperRase-In, high-salt wash buffer (500 mM NaCl, 0.2% SDS, 0.5% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, and 20 mM Tris Cl at pH 8.0, SuperRase-In), LiCl wash buffer (0.25 M LiCl, 0.5% Nonidet P-40, 0.5% deoxycholate sodium salt, 1 mM EDTA, and 10,603 μM Tris Cl at pH 8.0, SuperRase-In) and TE buffer (10 mM Tris Cl at pH 8.0 and 1 mM EDTA, SuperRase-In). One milliliter buffer per sample was used for all washes; each wash requires 5 min rotation at 4 °C. Immune complexes were eluted in 125 μL elution buffer (1% SDS and 0.1 M NaHCO3, SuperRase-In) twice. The total 250-μL eluted sample was incubated with 10 μl 5 M NaCl at 65 °C for 1 h for de-cross-linking. Then add 5 μL 0.5M EDTA, 10 μL Tris HCl at pH 6.5, and 1 μL 2 μg/L proteinase k digest 65 μg for 1 h. Then add equal volume phenol: chloroform to remove protein, the RNA was precipitated in 2.5× volume 100% ethanol at –20 °C overnight. The associated RNAs were quantified by RT-qPCR with primer pairs crossing the intron-exon junctions of ELF3 pre-mRNAs.
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